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The Gospels are full of miracle stories, powerful reminders that the world
we see, the way things are, is not the way they will always be, that God can
take chaos and bring order, take brokenness and bring wholeness-that
God’s will for us is abundant life. Pretty much everything Jesus does
illustrates these truths. Pretty much everything Jesus does is an instance of
the Kingdom breaking in and showing us a brief glimpse of the world as
God intends it to be- perhaps as it already is in the mind and heart of God.
And boy do we need to see glimpses of that in the world right now.
Miracles, it seems, are in short supply. But if we look carefully they are still
there: voices lifted together in the millions for justice and for respect for the
dignity of every human being. There are still signs of the Kingdom breaking
in- glimpses of the justice that exists in the mind of God. But then for the
disciples and for us that instant is over. Gone. The disciples find
themselves rowing on a now-calm sea, the once lame man trudges off to
find steady work, and the previously dead girl reaches up to her mother to
be hugged. And we wonder where our miracle is.

There have been times in my life I have been suffering and I would surely
have loved one of Jesus’ miracles. There are times I have sat helplessly
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next to people who are suffering and wished for, prayed with every fiber of
my body, for a miracle for that person. But it never came. And on the flip
side there are people who get miracles without appearing to ask, or even
give God a passing thought. So what do we make of that? Some of us try
really hard to figure out what the formula is. Maybe our prayer wasn’t long
enough, or maybe it was too long. We read and reread the stories looking
for clues of what the people did right or wrong. We hate the seemingly
random nature of life and desperately want to figure it all out, find the
pattern, so we can do the right things and avoid the wrong things. Which is
hard because there doesn’t seem to be a real pattern to Jesus’ miracles.
The story we just heard is a miracle within a miracle- a resurrection story
with the story of a bleeding woman inside it. The dead girl was 12 years old
and the woman had been bleeding for 12 years before she touched the
hem of Jesus’ prayer shawl, receiving healing but instantly making him
ritually unclean and in need of a visit to the Temple to be purified. But rather
than go to the Temple, Jesus trots off after Jairus to see his dead daughter,
one unclean situation to another-scandalous. And Jairus was also being
scandalous. Here we have a leader of the community, one always obedient
to the Law, running after a now ritually defiled and rather crazy holy man
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and begging him, to come and heal his daughter. 2 rule breakers
encountering each other in the public square.
So while this story is about Jesus it is also about Jairus. A man so
desperate he was willing to break every single rule in order to save his little
girl’s life. Desperate enough to throw himself at Jesus’ feet and beg- in front
of everybody. And it appeared to be all for naught. He had been down on
his knees, begging, only to find out it was too late- the news taking his
breath away, and all the while, ringing in his ears was Jesus’ voice saying,
“Do not fear; only believe.” On one level that seems hard to swallow, it
almost sounds like Jesus is saying if you just have enough faith everything
will turn out right. Of course, that is exactly what happened for Jairus. And
for the bleeding woman. The woman stopped bleeding, the little girl got up.
The Kingdom was visible.
But most people don’t get a miracle like that and, sadly, one of the things
religious folk sometimes do with that is blame the person suffering. Blame
them for a lack of faith. I have heard people talk about someone getting
sicker because they mustn’t have prayed hard enough, or had enough
faith. And when that happens what the sick person gets is not comfort but a
side of shame to go with their antibiotics or chemotherapy.
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One of the problems, that goes back at least as far as when the writer of
Revelation wrote his witheringly accurate letters to the churches in the
ancient world, is that we. the churches, tend towards different
misunderstandings. Some take the bible too literally, some use God to give
a stamp of approval to any fear based opinion they have, and some, like
the white liberal churches of America, like us, seem to think that God is a
nice, but probably unnecessary addition to a moral life,. And that we are the
only agents of change in the world-if we work really hard the world will
automatically become better and better. God is either unengaged or a
fantasy. And, while I am the last person to preach apathy or lack of
engagement in social justice, in Gospel justice, I think we sometimes forget
God. And we thus have low and/or misplaced expectations of God. God is
not a nice addition to faith, God is the source, the ground, and the object of
faith. And God is the God of love, and the God of miracles. And, if we buy
that miracles happen at all, we are confused about what causes them. We
think faith makes miracles happen-that miracles are therefore something
we can control. If you are not getting better, you must try harder. If our
nation is getting sicker, we must try harder. Pray more. Pray differently.
Work harder. Do something to impress God and your miracle will come.
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Understandable, but putting all the power in the wrong place-desperately
trying to figure out a formula in which we are in charge of our own lives
rather than knowing the truth that life itself is a free gift from God. Faith
does not work miracles. God works miracles. To work hard on praying
better, or stronger, or with a specific formula is to practice magic, not faith.
Focusing on the strength of God is to practice faith. This is the difference
between believing our lives are in our own hands or believing they are in
God’s.
Jairus’ daughter in all likelihood did not have faith in Jesus. She probably
never even heard of him. Mark never says Jairus had faith. Jairus followed
this odd holy man home and let him do his thing, but he never utters a word
about faith. The crux of the story is not about Jairus’ faith, or his daughter’s
faith, but about Jesus’ encouragement “do not fear, only believe.” Because
the truth is that if Jairus was able to do that then whatever else happened,
whether his daughter got up or whether he had to start making funeral
plans, whatever miracle did or did not come his way, then he could, he
would survive. Belief is about hoping, trusting in God, even when all the
evidence is stacked against it and even when there is no miracle in sight.
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Jesus himself prayed for a miracle that did not happen. The night before he
died he asked God to “take away this cup”. But God didn’t. And Jesus died.
Did Jesus not have faith? I don’t think so. And I think there was still a
miracle. And that is that he drank the cup, believing in the power of God
more than in his own power. Believing that, though he could not see it in
that instant, that ultimately God was with him. The miracle happens every
time we understand that God is God and we are not.
I don’t expect any of us to stop praying for miracles. I’m not going to stop
praying for miracles, because we need all the miracles we can
get-especially now. And every single time you hear of one, you see one,
remember that what you are seeing is a sneak peek at the Kingdom, the
world as God wills it to be, the world as it one day will be. Remember there
is no formula for success, and be glad in that, glad that it does not
ultimately depend on you or me. Yes, we are called to do what we can,
where we can. To be agents of God’s justice and reconciliation. But our
deepest call is to place our ultimate trust in the God of radical inclusive
irrational love. Do not fear; only believe. That is what we are called to do.
And the rest is up to God.
Preached at St. Peter’s Church, June 27, 2021
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